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Children will learn about different 
styles of homes through the ages by 
looking at pictures, going on a local 
walk and visiting the Black Country 
Museum. They will compare life in 

the past with today.

Children investigate a range of 
mystery documents and 

artefacts to discover who they 
belong to and why the person 

became famous.

Children go on a fossil hunt and learn about the 
era of dinosaurs through the work of
palaeontologists.  They create a giant timeline 
to compare the age of the dinosaurs with that 
of humans

Children learn about the history of Birmingham on a guided walk;  
discovering the importance of the canal network to its industrial 
heritage and about key historical figures.

Children learn about Egyptian life, 
including the importance of the Nile. 

They plan and make their own 
shadufs and discover what the 
pyramids were and about key 

Pharaohs.

Children visit Warwick and Kenilworth castles to 
study their design and features and learn about life 

during the Norman times and beyond. 
Children have a 

Roman workshop 
led by a visiting 

expert. They learn 
about life in 

Roman Britain and 
their impact on us 

today.

Children learn about key events in 
the history of the American civil 

rights movement.  They compare 
this with similar events in the UK 

and the current BLM debate.

Children create a timeline of key events and simulate 
evacuation. They learn about key historical figures and 
events such as the Blitz and how they have shaped the

world they live in.

Colmers Farm Primary School Curriculum Road Map – History 

Children will learn about the 
history of human migration 
to the United Kingdom and 
in particular the ‘Windrush’ 

generation Migration

Children create a timeline of key events during 
the Great Fire of London using Pepys diary 
entries and other sources.  They compare 
responses to the plague with medicine today.


